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Its automatic settings provide easy reset for different conditions – like up close, 

sunset, movement, etc. as I’m not one to dwell on the technical aspects of pho-
tography. 

TIP: LEARN ABOUT LIGHT. NOTICE AND PLAY WITH LIGHT.   
It’s been said that in photography, light is everything.  
In fact, the definition of photography is drawing with light. Learn about light 

and how to use it to your advantage and your images will improve. Here are a 
couple of basics: 

-The best light for photos is 
just after dawn or before sun-
set.  Noon sun is harsh; find 
some shade. Shoot with the sun 
behind you unless you want a 
silhouette effect. 

-Notice how light affects 
your subject.  Where does it 
brighten, lighten or create 
shadow on your subject? Does 
it radiate a flower, emphasize a 
jawline?  Does the flower you 
photographed at noon looks 
more beautiful at sunset with 
golden light streaming through 
its petals? 

-Indirect light can make your 
subject glow soft and pretty. 

TIP: SHOOT, SHOOT, 
AND SHOOT MORE. 

A National Geographic photographer told me he takes thousands of shots on 
a shoot.  

“Thousands” are for the pros. But please, try at least 10-20.  
When you find your subject -- a bug, a sunset, a leaf -- take lots of shots to ex-

plore possibilities in your subject. Just push the trash can button to dump the 
ones that don’t work. But keep shooting and get that one. It only took 843 shots 
to get one of my favorite pictures of turkeys face to face. It was worth every shot.  

TIP:   FOLLOW THE RULE OF THIRDS. 
 This rule helps find the best spot for your subject within the picture. Two hor-

izontal and two vertical lines cut the frame into thirds and into nine equal sec-
tions. Play with shifting your subject within the horizontal and vertical thirds and 
to different points where lines intersect. What looks best? Center is rarely the 
ideal placement. 

TIP: MOVE AROUND.  
While you’re taking those many shots, move you around your subject. Go right, 

go left. Stoop. Be above, be below your subject. Captures all sides. Move in 
close. Back off. 

TIP: ROTATE YOUR CAMERA.  
Most people hold the camera horizontally (landscape view). Remember to turn 

the camera for vertical (portrait) shots as this opens another world of composition. 
Until it’s second nature, practice using the vertical position whenever you shoot. 

TIP: CHECK THE BACKGROUND BEHIND YOUR SUBJECT.  
Does it help, clutter, or distract? My fun favorite: a tree behind a person that 

looks like its growing out of their head.  Note: An overcast sky mutes subject 
tones and puts washed-out skies in your background. 

TIP: NOTICE AND EVALUATE YOUR COMPOSITION.  
Make a conscious choice about what you include in your image and what you 

exclude. Watch your borders - the edges of the view you see through the camera's 
viewfinder.  

Does everything included in the image add to the composition or distract?  
Does it help tell the story and draw the viewer’s eye in, or is it competing for 

attention?  
Eliminate competing subjects and distractions: wires, a soda can, clutter, etc.  
Experiment placing your subject in different parts of the photo and choose 

where you think it most belongs. 
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